REASONS and INCENTIVES for DAC PARTNERS

Why to be in DAC ?

1. First of all a great and large partnership of Universities and Corporate partners with different expertize profiles, an unique ecosystem for integral innovation, representative for the Euro-Region Danube and as a joint body, a powerful voice, in the own country, in the EUSDR, in the business and academic world.

2. An international structure and a colourful multiculturality along 3000 km of Danubian waterway and multi millenary history, a base for common identity and as a seminal base for reflection and unexpected insights.

3. A smart brain pool with 300 000 students from nine countries and more than 9000 scholars ( professors, lecturers, assistants, workshop masters) as a power house of creativity, conceptualizing, expertize advice, prototyping and testing facilities, a rich choice for teaming up.

4. Source of initiative for cross-disciplinary and cross-border projects.

5. Live interaction with corporate companies for exploring technology edge Creating new products , visionary concepts and experimenting ideas.

6. Habitat projects with creative communities for thinking in local resources.

7. DAC Creativity Summer Campus attended by students of DAC and Latin American and Asia-Pacific and Africa strategic partner Universities

8. Meeting bright young talents and unexpected game-changing concepts.

9. Homogenous formats of activities across DAC


11. Organized meetings with investors and potential employers

12. And last not least, because is a lot of fun to be a Danubian, celebrating together Danubius DAY on June 29. every year.

FORMATS of DAC ACTIVITIES

In the team spirit of DAC: creativity, enthusiasm, curiosity and mutual trust the activities of DAC occur within four clearly designed formats.

DAC EMINTIN ©
DAC EXCHANGE© with DAC THINK TANK© and DAC BRAIN to BUSINESS©
DAC PEOPLE ©
DAC UP © with DAC CROWD CALL© and DANUBIUS DAY©

DAC eV – Germany , Gerhard-Koch Str. 2-4 73760 Ostfildern Deutschland
DAC Romania , B-dul Galati 3, 800654 Galati, Romania, www.integralinnovation.org
They are proprietary Formats of DAC, francized to DAC Partners under consortium agreement, agreed and audited by the DAC Executive Board. They convey a harmonic, continuous academic environment and bring transparency of options for students, scholars, facilitating the interaction and mobility.

**DAC ACTIVITY STRUCTURE**

**EMINTIN**
**JOINT MASTER DEGREE**

**EDUCATING INTEGRAL INNOVATORS**

We make bright people glow

**DAC EXCHANGE**
**EXCELLENCE CENTER**

for **CREATIVE BUSINESS**
From Brain to Business
DAC Think Tank

**DAC PEOPLE**
**PUBLIC CREATIVITY**

for **CREATIVE COMMUNITIES**
Innovation is Hope
SKY is the LIMIT

**DAC UP**
**PUBLIC EXPOSURE**

EVENTS and ON LINE PRESENCE
DAC Conferences, Exhibitions
DAC Crowd Call
DAC Web Site
DANUBIUS DAY